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Wedding Timeline
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One of the biggest wedding struggles brides share with me going into our 

first meeting together is that they don’t know where to even begin with 

planning their wedding day timeline! What time should they start getting 

ready? What time should the ceremony start? How long do receptions 

normally last? How many hours of photography coverage should I get?

There are so many little moving pieces when it comes to planning your 

timeline which is what makes it so confusing for a lot of people! I work 

with all of my brides one-on-one to create a custom timeline for their 

wedding day that their planner or coordinator can build off of, but 

sometimes they’ve already made decisions (such as the ceremony start 

time) before we get the chance to chat. So the earlier you know these tips 

for planning your timeline, the better!

Your photographer needs certain amounts of time allotted to each portion 

of the day in order to capture everything in a way that tells the whole 

story of your wedding! It takes time to capture all those images you’ve 

been envisioning, so keep reading for some general guidelines to keep in 

mind when planning your timeline!

Intro
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Because natural light looks the most beautiful in 

photos, you’ll want to keep the sunset time in mind 

when planning your big day! An easy way to check 

this is to Google sunset [YOUR WEDDING DATE]. 

In the summertime, the sunset is sometimes as 

late at 8:30 pm, so there’s a ton of flexibility with 

your ceremony time! Winter weddings, however, can 

be a little bit trickier because the sunset is MUCH 

earlier, requiring an earlier ceremony.

I recommend planning your ceremony to begin AT 

LEAST two hours before sunset. So if sunset is at 

7:30 pm on your wedding date, plan for a 5:30 pm 

ceremony. This means the light will be softer during 

your ceremony (so you don’t have a bunch of harsh 

shadows on your faces!), and you’ll still have time 

to get beautiful images after the ceremony! If your 

ceremony is longer than 30 minutes or so (or you’re 

getting married at a different location than where 

you’re having the reception), you’ll want to move 

the ceremony time up even further.

Sometimes with a first look, you can plan for an 

even later ceremony start time as long as you’re 

willing to get all of your photos done ahead of time!  

We’ll talk more about first looks later in this guide!

C H E C K  T H E  S U N S E T  T I M E
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The main cause of timelines getting thrown 

off on a wedding day occurs because of hair 

& makeup running over schedule. I once 

had a wedding where the bridesmaids took 

an extra two hours to finish getting ready, 

and even though we were able to make it 

work (and even still started the ceremony 

on time!), it caused a lot of stress for the 

bride!

Talk to your hair & makeup artist(s) and 

let them know how many girls will need 

hair & makeup, as well as a general idea 

of what you’d like them to do (since some 

hair styles can take longer than others to complete). They should be able to give you a time 

estimate and even bring other stylists along with them to speed things up!

I also recommend setting a hard stop time on your timeline. So let’s say that, after talking to 

your planner and hair & makeup artist, you determine that you should be done with everything 

by 12 pm. Consider placing a hard stop at 12:30 so you know that if things take longer than 

intended, you still have that little bit of buffer time until you absolutely HAVE to be finished!

This also means that you need to give time for your bridesmaids to put their dresses, shoes, 

and jewelry on, so don’t forget to include some time for that when you’re determining your 

hard stop time!

G E T  A  R E A L I S T I C  T I M E L I N E  F OR 
H A I R  &  M A K E U P
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While doing a First Look isn’t the most traditional thing, it is becoming 

much more common! In fact, MOST of my brides decide to do a First Look 

because you get much more portrait time on the wedding day, you can 

get to your reception faster after the ceremony, and you get some one-on-

one time with your spouse!

In some cases, like winter weddings where the sunset time is really early 

in the day, doing a First Look can be super important! Since most couples 

want the beautiful, natural light portraits on their wedding day, doing 

a First Look can be a great option to avoid having all of your wedding 

portraits done with flash or other artificial lighting.

If you decide not to do a first look but your wedding is in the winter with 

an early sunset, you may want to opt for more photography coverage so 

you don’t have to compromise images of important things like getting 

ready or your grand exit!

I think First Looks are amazing (my husband and I did one on our wedding 

day too!). You can read more about why I love first looks here!

DE C I DE  I F  YO U  WA N T  TO  D O  A  F I R S T  LO OK

https://alisonheffington.com/2019/10/25/first-look/


One of the most time-consuming parts of the wedding day is often family 

formal photos! That’s because there’s usually a lot of people to keep track 

of. To keep things from getting a bit chaotic or taking up a ton of time, I 

highly recommend making a list of all the family photos you want ahead 

of time and giving it to your photographer. You can also ask someone 

from each side of the family to help keep things running smoothly since 

your photographer or planner probably doesn’t know everyone!

I recommend sticking to just 10-15 groupings for family formal photos in 

order to keep things moving. Other groups of family members (like all the 

random cousins!) can be photographed during the reception when time 

isn’t as much of a concern!

C R E AT E  A  FA M I LY  P H OTO  S H OT  L I S T



I recommend a minimum of 8 hours of photography coverage for most weddings 

which is why that’s what’s included in my photography collection. Eight hours 

is typically enough time to cover all the main events and tell the whole story of 

your day! Some weddings will need more coverage time (like if your ceremony 

and reception aren’t at the same venue), but this will be a good place to get you 

started!

The sample timeline below is for a wedding with 8 hours of coverage time with 

a 7:30pm sunset time!

2:30-3:15 Bridal details & getting ready

3:15-3:45 Bridal prep (getting into your dress, putting on jewelry, etc.)

4:00-4:15 First Look

4:15-4:45 Bride & Groom portraits

4:50-5:20 Wedding Party portraits

5:30-6:00 Bride in hiding (so your guests don’t see you before the ceremony!)

5:30-5:50 Untouched reception details

6:00-6:30 Ceremony

6:30-7:00 Family photos

7:00-7:30 Sunset Bride & Groom portraits

7:30-10:30 Reception

10:30  Grand Exit

I’ve had several brides in the past use that exact timeline above and it worked 

beautifully! This insures that I have plenty of time to capture all those gorgeous 

images you’ve been dreaming of, and it gives your planner or coordinator a 

great starting point to add onto for your timeline to keep things moving!

Sample Timeline
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I can’t wait to chat 
details with you!

Thank you again for inquiring with me, and I’m so excited to talk more 

about your wedding day and get to know you & your fiance! One of my 

favorite things about my job is getting to serve brides just like you and 

make all your wedding dreams a reality! Feel free to browse the links below 

to learn more about me, see my recent work, or get even more wedding 

planning tips!

I can’t wait to connect with you soon!

https://alisonheffington.com/about
https://view.flodesk.com/pages/5e0fcfcefc7c2800269dccea
https://alisonheffington.com/category/for-brides/
https://alisonheffington.com/blog
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